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Nelson County conducted an economic development corridor plan in 2016 to identify strategies for

investment and growth along the U.S. 29 corridor. The report pointed out deficiencies such as lack of

access to well-paying jobs, affordable housing and lack of an educated workforce.  This year (2022) we

conducted similar interviews with residents and business owners, but our questions focused on the

positives and the results were quite different.  Most frequently Lovingston was described as a quiet, safe,

beautiful place to live with a thriving quality of life created by its natural vistas, rivers, trails and

mountains.

For the purposes of analysis, the Lovingston retail area was defined by a 45-minute catchment. The

catchment will be larger if considering tourism. However, the 45 minutes is stretching the consumer to

purchase items if convenient. Fortunately for Lovingston, there is a tremendous convenience factor that

can be promoted: 

● “easy parking” 

● “right off the highway” 

● “easy to navigate” 

● “easy to find”

A retailer can promote any of these attributes and capture shoppers who are en route to other areas

along Route 29.  The same attributes cannot be said of the 151 corridor.

In fact, Lovingston is experiencing an uptick of visitors from the surrounding area for their many local and

national festivals/events.  All that’s needed is to leverage existing assets.

Tourism is the force that will drive economic growth in Lovingston.

Our GAP Analysis shows that there are several retail opportunities that would increase spending by

existing tourists and new ones like jewelry, leather goods, florists, lifestyle boutiques, bars/restaurants.

These retailers would form the nexus of an Art District serving the daytime population as well as the core

of an evening entertainment district.

Rapunzel’s, Mountain Mama’s, El Mariachi and Lovingston Café already establish a restaurant cluster for

the district which will help to attract more entertainment venues like the revitalization of the theater, a

bar and grill featuring local beverages and farm fresh meals.

What’s missing is an attractive streetscape that welcomes long-term residents and visitors alike to walk

safely in the community. An attractive streetscape welcomes all: residents, visitors, and entrepreneurs;

for entrepreneurs, in particular, attractive streetscapes serve as reassurance that their building

investments will pay off.  The renovation and remodeling/expansion of existing historical buildings for

mixed use (housing designed for workforce and retail) which can be financed through public-private

development funding could be utilized to make this a reality.

Already developers are investing in projects which will be bringing people to Lovingston to get away from

the pressures of city life.  Also we talked to several residents of the county who told us of the increase in



their property taxes, so we investigated and found in just two years the median sales price for a new

home almost doubled and the days on the market dropped 38.1%.  That indicates the impact of

broadband service as well as a large segment of nearby populations looking for the relaxed lifestyle

available.

It is evident that the Village has a very positive future if the County can demonstrate to developers that it

is willing to support organic growth.
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